Induction of ketosis in rats fed low-carbohydrate, high-fat diets depends on the relative abundance of dietary fat and protein
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Bielohuby M, Menhofer D, Kirchner H, Stoehr BJ, Mülle TD, Stock P, Hempel M, Stemmer K, Pfluger PT, Kienzle E, Christ B, Tschöp MH, Bidlingmaier M. Induction of ketosis in rats fed low-carbohydrate, high-fat diets depends on the relative abundance of dietary fat and protein. Am J Physiol Endocrinol Metab 300: E65–E76, 2011. First published October 13, 2010; doi:10.1152/ajpendo.00478.2010.—Low-carbohydrate/high-fat diets (LC-HFDs) in rodent models have been implicated with both weight loss and as a therapeutic approach to treat neurological diseases. LC-HFDs are known to induce ketosis; however, systematic studies analyzing the impact of the macronutrient composition on ketosis induction and weight loss success are lacking. Male Wistar rats were pair-fed for 4 wk either a standard chow diet or one of three different LC-HFDs, which only differed in the relative abundance of fat and protein (percentages of fat/protein in dry matter: LC-75/10; LC-65/20; LC-55/30). We subsequently measured body composition by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), analyzed blood chemistry and urine acetone content, evaluated gene expression changes of key ketogenic and gluconeogenic genes, and measured energy expenditure (EE) and locomotor activity (LA) during the first 4 days and after 3 wk on the respective diets. Compared with Chow, rats fed with LC-75/10, LC-65/20, and LC-55/30 gained significantly less body weight. Reductions in body weight were mainly due to lower lean body mass and paralleled by significantly increased fat mass. Levels of β-hydroxybutyrate were significantly elevated feeding LC-75/10 and LC-65/20 but decreased in parallel to reductions in dietary fat. Acetone was about 16-fold higher with LC-75/10 only. Expression of ketone bodies was upregulated by 50–70% in LC-HF groups. Furthermore, EE and LA were significantly decreased in all groups fed with LC-HFDs after 3 wk on the diets. In rats, the absence of dietary carbohydrates per se does not induce ketosis. LC-HFDs must be high in fat, but also low in protein contents to be clearly ketogenic. Independent of the macronutrient composition, LC-HFD-induced weight loss is not due to increased EE and LA.
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DURING STATES OF FASTING, secretion of ketone bodies is a pivotal metabolic process to ensure adequate fuel supply for the brain and other tissues like muscles (8, 15). The process of ketogenesis involves adipocytes that break down triglycerides into glycerol and fatty acids and hepatocytes that transform the fatty acids into ketone bodies via β-oxidation. Besides fasting, production of ketone bodies can also be triggered when the carbohydrate metabolism is disturbed. Excess production of ketone bodies may occur in diabetic patients (29) when circulating insulin levels are too low to allow sufficient uptake of glucose. An induction of ketosis can be life threatening when reaching pathological levels, e.g., in diabetic ketoacidosis; however, under physiological conditions, a ketosis can provide highly beneficial effects on human health. For instance, children suffering from epilepsy receive ketogenic, very-low-carbohydrate diets as part of their treatment (36, 38) to suppress the occurrence and frequency of seizures (15, 27). Mechanistically, ketogenic diets may modulate (50) the activity of ATP-dependent potassium channels in neurons (32) which are of importance for seizure control. Because ketogenic low-carbohydrate, high-fat (LC-HF) diets have proven efficiency in the management of epilepsy, it has been suggested that other neurological diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease might also respond well to treatment with ketogenic LC-HF diets (50). Several dietary intervention trials in overweight subjects reported that LC-HF diets exert health benefits by inducing weight loss (1, 42, 51). The concept of dieting by use of LC-HF diets has been largely promoted in past years (11), and these diet concepts are often known under the synonym “Atkins’-style” diets. The original theory behind these dietary interventions proposed that weight loss occurs first through the induction of ketosis and the associated loss of energy via excretion of ketone bodies and second also through increases in energy expenditure (5). However, this theory has since been widely rejected (4, 24). Also, we have previously shown that ketogenic LC-HF diet-induced energy loss via ketone bodies does not quantitatively contribute to the overall energy balance (10). In regard to energy expenditure, two recent investigations have shown that mice fed a ketogenic diet show increased energy expenditure, which could potentially explain LC-HF diet-induced weight loss (25, 26). Besides the ongoing discussion concerning the underlying mechanisms of weight loss with LC-HF diets, also the proposed beneficial effects of LC-HF diets on body composition have been questioned in several animal studies. Most animal studies, including our previous findings, have reported that weight loss with LC-HF diets is mainly due to loss of lean body mass. In parallel, consumption of LC-HF diets has been reported to...
increase accumulation of visceral fat (6, 11, 16, 26, 31). In light of the increased interest in studying the effects of ketosis, either in regard to treatment of neurological diseases or as a potential mediator for weight loss with LC-HF diets, feeding studies using ketogenic LC-HF diets in different rodent models are frequently conducted. The commercially available ketogenic LC-HF diets are usually very high in fat but rather low in protein contents. Usage of this extreme type of diet indeed induces ketosis in rodents, and profound physiological changes associated with these ketogenic diets have been described in mice (26) and rats (13). One problem with ketogenic LC-HF diets is that it is difficult to attribute observed effects (e.g., loss of body weight) to either the presence of ketone bodies or to the normally very low protein content of these diets. The ideal ketogenic diet for research purposes would be a LC-HF diet that is ketogenic but ensures the sufficient supply of protein at the same time. However, until now, it is not clear whether the absence of dietary carbohydrates per se or the absence of carbohydrates in combination with a specific abundance of the two other macronutrients, fat and protein, is required to induce ketosis. To answer this open question, we fed rats three different LC-HF diets that only differed in their relative abundance of dietary fat and protein. All LC-HF diets used in this study had equally low carbohydrate contents (below 2% of metabolizable energy), but fat and protein levels were reciprocally balanced in 10% increments.

Besides production of ketone bodies, de novo synthesis of glucose from fat and protein in the liver (gluconeogenesis) represents the classical metabolic pathway to compensate for carbohydrate shortage. Thus, we also investigated hepatic key enzymes of gluconeogenesis in rats fed the LC-HF diets. Finally, we investigated in our rat model if LC-HF diet feeding and the induction of ketosis affect energy expenditure and locomotor activity.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animal husbandry.** Male Wistar rats (supplied by Harlan) were housed in individual cages (artificial light, 21.5 °C; humidity 60 ± 10%) and maintained on a 12:12-h light-dark cycle throughout the study (lights on at 11:00 P.M. and off at 11:00 A.M.). All animals received ad libitum access to water and standard laboratory chow (CH) for the first 10 days following delivery to allow acclimation to the new environment. Body weight and 24-h food intake were measured daily to the nearest 0.1 g (Sartorius Competence CP2201, Goettingen, Germany) 1h before the onset of the dark period. At the end of the acclimation period, rats had reached an age of 12 wk and were divided into the four diet groups (8–10 rats/diet group; groups matched for body weight). Rats were then pair-fed on an isoenergetic basis to the control chow diet for 4 wk. Pair-feeding was done, since in previous ad libitum experiments, rats of the same age consumed about 20% more of the LC-HF diets (in grams). For the pair-feeding procedure, daily (ad libitum) food intake of the control chow group was measured, which allowed subsequent calculation of daily energy intake (metabolizable energy, ME) and allocation of the individual amounts of the respective LC-HF diets to the other four rat groups. By this method, all groups consumed equal amounts of energy each day. The experiments on body composition, energy expenditure (EE), and locomotor activity were performed with chow and two of the LC-HF diets; LC-75/10 and LC-55/30, at the University of Cincinnati (n = 7/group; male Wistar rats; Harlan). Determination of body composition (lean and fat mass) was done after 4 wk on the respective diets by a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) instrument developed and established for the measurement of body composition in rats (Echo Medical Systems, Houston, TX). Body composition was measured two times in each rat, and results represent means of both measurements. All procedures described above were identical at both locations, and housing conditions in Cincinnati were adapted to only differ minimally to the ones applied at the Medizinische Klinik-Innenstadt in Munich, Germany. All procedures were approved by Upper Bavarian Government’s ethical committee for animal experiments and by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Cincinnati.

**Diet composition.** Diets were purchased from Kliba Nafag (a business unit of PROVIMI KLIBA, Kaiseraugst, Switzerland). The detailed composition of each diet is shown in Table 1. The names of the LC-HF diets used (“LC-75/10,” “LC-65/20,” and “LC-55/30”) are related on the percentages of fat and protein in dry matter. All diets were produced as semipurified diets. The only protein source in the chow diet was sodium casein; and the only carbohydrate source was starch. Fat in the chow diet was composed of beef tallow and soy oil (50% each). In LC-HF diets, the only protein source used was sodium casein and the only fat source was beef tallow. The LC-HF diets contained virtually no carbohydrates, except a very little amount (~2% of ME) that is technically necessary to deliver minerals and vitamins. The composition of the control chow diet was chosen in analogy to the standard diet used by the American Institute of Nutrition (39). Crude fiber and crude ash contents amount to 6.7% of dry matter in the chow diet and to 12% of dry matter in LC-HF diets. Minerals and vitamins (micronutrients, crude ash) have been adapted to the respective ME contents of each diet. The amounts of micronutrients added were based on the AIN-93G reference diet. The macronutrient composition of each diet was independently controlled after production by Weende analysis (AGROLAB group/LUFA ITL, Kiel, Germany).

**Respiratory quotient, EE, and locomotor activity.** Chow-fed control rats and rats fed with two of the LC-HF diets (LC-75/10 and LC-55/30) were subjected to a combined indirect calorimetry system (TSE Systems, Chesterfield, MO) to simultaneously assess EE, respiratory quotient (RQ), and locomotor activity (LA). EE, RQ, and LA were assessed during the start of the experiment (i.e., the last 42 h of the acclimation period where all rats were still on chow and the first 4 days on the respective diets) and after 3 wk of pair-feeding. Before each measurement, all rats (n = 7/group) were allowed to acclimatize to the new cages for 24 h. Subsequently, O2 consumption and CO2 production were measured every 60 min for a total of 144 h (first measurement) and 60 h (second measurement) to determine the RQ and EE. Data on EE were normalized to the respective metabolic mass (BW0.75) of individual rats. LA was monitored by using an infrared beam break system, as previously described (18).

**Analysis of ketosis.** After 25 days on the respective diets, urine and blood samples were obtained from six to eight rats of each diet group.

<p>| Table 1. Energy content (ME) and macronutrient composition of the diets used |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diet</th>
<th>ME, MJ/kg dm</th>
<th>Fat in dm and in % of ME</th>
<th>Protein in % of ME</th>
<th>CHO in % of ME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LC-75/10</td>
<td>31.55</td>
<td>75/92.8</td>
<td>10/5.5</td>
<td>3/1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC-65/20</td>
<td>29.18</td>
<td>65/86.3</td>
<td>20/11.8</td>
<td>3/1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC-55/30</td>
<td>27.73</td>
<td>55/78.7</td>
<td>30/19.1</td>
<td>3/2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chow</td>
<td>17.62</td>
<td>8/16.7</td>
<td>19/3.1</td>
<td>66/64.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The macronutrient composition is provided as a percentage of dry matter (dm) and as a percentage of metabolizable energy (ME). Sources of fat, protein, and carbohydrates are described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. Crude fiber and crude ash contents amount to 6.7% of dry matter in the chow diet and to 12% of dry matter in low-carbohydrate, high-fat (LC-HF) diets. Minerals and vitamins (crude ash) have been adapted to the respective ME contents of each diet. The amounts of micronutrients added were based on the AIN-93G reference diet. CHO, carbohydrate.
For collection of urine samples, rats were housed individually without bedding on stable metal grids for 6 h. Samples for each rat were taken from 6-h cumulative urine. Directly after the collection of urine, blood samples were obtained from the tail vein. Blood samples were centrifuged, and serum was stored at −80°C until analysis. Quantification of acetone in urine was performed by headspace-injection and subsequent GC-MS analysis (Laboratoriumsmedizin Dortmund, Dortmund, Germany). When acetone concentrations were below the detection limit of the method, values have been set to 1 mg/dl.

In serum samples, β-hydroxybutyrate (β-hydroxybutyric acid, HBA) was measured by an automated system using the “Autokit 3-HB R1 and R2” (Wako Chemicals, Neuss, Germany). Dissection of rats. After 4 wk on the respective diet, rats were fasted for 6 h before decapitation under isoflurane anesthesia (n = 8–10 diet group). Trunk blood was collected for further analysis, and centrifuged serum samples were stored at −80°C until analysis. Rats were opened at the linea alba, and liver samples were collected, immediately frozen on dry ice, and finally stored at −80°C until the RNA was extracted.

Measurement of free fatty acids, fasting glucose, insulin, and fibroblast growth factor-21. Free fatty acids were determined by a high-quality micro test (FFA Half micro test; Roche Diagnostica, Voerde, Germany). Fasting blood glucose was measured using the glucose oxidase method (EcoSolo; Care Diagnostica, Voerde, Germany). Insulin and fibroblast growth factor-21 (FGF-21) in serum were determined by an automated system using the “Autokit FGF-21” (Bio-Rad, Munich, Germany). Dissection of rats. After 4 wk on the respective diet, rats were fasted for 6 h before decapitation under isoflurane anesthesia (n = 8–10 diet group). Trunk blood was collected for further analysis, and centrifuged serum samples were stored at −80°C until analysis. Rats were opened at the linea alba, and liver samples were collected, immediately frozen on dry ice, and finally stored at −80°C until the RNA was extracted.

Quantitative real-time PCR of liver samples. Isolation of liver RNA was performed using the SV Total RNA Isolation System (Promega, Mannheim, Germany) following standard procedures. RNA (500 ng) was reverse transcribed into complementary cDNA in a single run applying the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis SuperMix for qRT-PCR (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany). Quantification of mRNA abundance was performed by real-time PCR detection using a Stratagene Mx3000 instrument (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) and EvaGreen as a double-stranded DNA-specific fluorescent dye (EVA green supermix; Bio-Rad, Munich, Germany). Amplification mixtures (25 μl) contained 0.5 μl cDNA solution, 2× SYBR Green PCR supermixes, 0.5 μl of each primer (10 pmol/μl), and nuclease-free water. Amplification primers were designed using the open source software Primer3.

The primer sequences used were as follows: 18S-rRNA: forward 5’-AAC TGC TCT A-3’; reverse 5’-TTG CCC TCC AAT GGA TCC T-3’. β-actin: forward 5’-TGC CCT CTC CCC TTA AAA AAG-3’; reverse 5’-ATG ACC AGG TCC TCG GTA G-3’. PCK1: forward 5’-AGG AGG TAG TGA CGA AAA ATA ACA AT-3’; reverse 5’-TGG CCC TCC AAT AAT ATG TGG-3’. HMG-CoA lyase: forward 5’-CGG CAA ATG GTG AAC TGC TCT A-3’; reverse 5’-ATG ACC AGG TCC TCG GTA G-3’. PPAR-γ: forward 5’-GCA CAA CGC TCT TTT CTT-3’; reverse 5’-GCA CAA CGC TCT TTT CTT-3’. miR-122: forward 5’-TGC CCT CTC CCC TTA AAA AAG-3’; reverse 5’-ATG ACC AGG TCC TCG GTA G-3’. miR-424: forward 5’-TGC CCT CTC CCC TTA AAA AAG-3’; reverse 5’-ATG ACC AGG TCC TCG GTA G-3’.

Quantitative real-time PCR of liver samples. Isolation of liver RNA was performed using the SV Total RNA Isolation System (Promega, Mannheim, Germany) following standard procedures. RNA (500 ng) was reverse transcribed into complementary cDNA in a single run applying the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis SuperMix for qRT-PCR (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany). Quantification of mRNA abundance was performed by real-time PCR detection using a Stratagene Mx3000 instrument (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) and EvaGreen as a double-stranded DNA-specific fluorescent dye (EVA green supermix; Bio-Rad, Munich, Germany). Amplification mixtures (25 μl) contained 0.5 μl cDNA solution, 2× SYBR Green PCR supermixes, 0.5 μl of each primer (10 pmol/μl), and nuclease-free water. Amplification primers were designed using the open source software Primer3.

The primer sequences used were as follows: 18S-rRNA: forward 5’-AAC TGC TCT A-3’; reverse 5’-TTG CCC TCC AAT GGA TCC T-3’. β-actin: forward 5’-TGC CCT CTC CCC TTA AAA AAG-3’; reverse 5’-ATG ACC AGG TCC TCG GTA G-3’. PCK1: forward 5’-AGG AGG TAG TGA CGA AAA ATA ACA AT-3’; reverse 5’-TGG CCC TCC AAT AAT ATG TGG-3’. HMG-CoA lyase: forward 5’-CGG CAA ATG GTG AAC TGC TCT A-3’; reverse 5’-ATG ACC AGG TCC TCG GTA G-3’. PPAR-γ: forward 5’-GCA CAA CGC TCT TTT CTT-3’; reverse 5’-GCA CAA CGC TCT TTT CTT-3’. miR-122: forward 5’-TGC CCT CTC CCC TTA AAA AAG-3’; reverse 5’-ATG ACC AGG TCC TCG GTA G-3’. miR-424: forward 5’-TGC CCT CTC CCC TTA AAA AAG-3’; reverse 5’-ATG ACC AGG TCC TCG GTA G-3’.
LC-75/10 and LC-55/30 diet (CH: 276.7 ± 4.2 g, LC-75/10: 256.7 ± 5.3 g, LC-55/30: 259.5 ± 3.8 g; CH vs. LC-75/10 and LC-55/30: P < 0.05).

Analysis of ketosis. Rats fed the diet highest in fat (LC-75/10) showed the highest concentrations of HBA in serum which were about threefold higher compared with CH (P < 0.001, Fig. 2A). By reducing the fat content of the LC-HF diet by 10% (LC-65/20), serum HBA levels were still significantly increased compared with CH-HF diet matched in protein content to chow, LC-55/30, did not have higher circulating HBA. Acetone levels in urine were only significantly increased in rats fed the diet highest in fat and lowest in protein clearly were in ketosis. In sharp contrast, no signs of ketosis were detected in rats fed protein-rich LC-HF diet LC-55/30.

Hepatic expression of HMG-CoA Lyase, PGC-1α, and PGC-1β. HMG-CoA Lyase catalyzes the cleavage of HMG-CoA into acetate and acetoacetate. Thus, HMG-CoA Lyase is a key enzyme in ketone body formation. Expression of HMG-CoA Lyase mRNA in livers of rats (normalized to expression of 18S rRNA) was significantly increased after feeding LC-75/10 diet (CH: 100 ± 10.8%, LC-75/10: 193 ± 39.7%, LC-65/20: 99.9 ± 13.4%, LC-55/30: 78.9 ± 6.9%; CH vs. LC-75/10 P < 0.05; Fig. 3A). Hepatic expression of PGC-1α and PGC-1β was significantly higher in rats fed LC-75/10 only (PGC-1α: CH: 100 ± 9%, LC-75/10: 311.8 ± 91.3%, LC-65/20: 129 ± 14.2%, LC-55/30: 126.7 ± 20.6%; CH, LC-65/20 and LC-55/30 vs. LC-75/10 P < 0.05; Fig. 3B; PGC-1β: CH: 100 ± 10.4%, LC-75/10: 233.9 ± 46%, LC-65/20: 86.5 ± 10.8%, LC-55/30: 80.8 ± 14.4%; CH, LC-65/20 and LC-55/30 vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.01; Fig. 3C).

Hepatic gluconeogenesis. Hepatic mRNA expression of the two key enzymes of gluconeogenesis, PCK1, and G-6-Pase was significantly reduced by ~50–70% in LC-75/10- and LC-55/30-fed rats (PCK1: P < 0.01; G-6-Pase, CH vs. LC-75/10 and LC-65/20: P < 0.05; CH vs. LC-55/30: P < 0.001; Fig. 4, A and C). Lower expression of PCK1 was confirmed by Western blot analysis of liver samples (Fig. 4B, row on top). No differences between the dietary groups were found for the protein expression of the reference protein/endogenous control β-actin (Fig. 4B, row on bottom).

Fasting glucose, insulin, FGF-21, and free fatty acids. Table 2 shows levels of fasting glucose, insulin, FGF-21, and free fatty acid (FFA) in rats fed CH or the LC-HF diets. Fasting blood glucose was lower in all LC-HF groups compared with CH but reached statistical significance only when comparing CH with LC-75/10- and LC-55/30-fed groups (P < 0.001 and P < 0.05). Circulating insulin was significantly lower with LC-75/10 (P < 0.01) but not significantly different between CH and LC-65/20 and LC-55/30. FGF-21 levels were significantly higher with LC-75/10 compared with CH (P < 0.01). In contrast, no significant effects on FGF-21 were detected with LC-65/20 and LC-55/30. FFA were significantly increased with LC-75/10 (P < 0.05) but not different between CH and LC-65/20 and LC-55/30 (Table 2).

Analysis of RQ, EE, and LA. We analyzed RQ, EE, and LA in rats at the beginning of the experiment (the last 42 h of the acclimation period and the first 4 days on the respective diets) and after 3 wk on the respective diets. During the first 4 days on the diet, no significant changes in EE and LA were observed between chow and LC-HF groups (Fig. 5, C and E, and Fig. 6, A and C). The mean RQ was just below one with the Chow diet (0.948 ± 0.026) and significantly (P < 0.001) lower with LC-75/10 (0.686 ± 0.007) and LC-55/30 (0.718 ± 0.006). As shown in Fig. 5A, the RQ declined to around 0.7 within the first 24 h after feeding of the respective diet. A clear circadian...
rhythmicity in RQ was only present with the chow diet (Fig. 5, A and B). With each of the three diets tested, a marked light to dark phase difference was observed in EE, being significantly (P < 0.01) higher in the dark compared with the light phase (data after 3 wk on the respective diet; dark: CH, 5.74 ± 0.13, LC-75/10, 5.27 ± 0.1, LC-55/30, 5.52 ± 0.11; light: CH, 4.55 ± 0.07, LC-75/10, 4.09 ± 0.08, LC-55/30, 4.14 ± 0.09; all data in kcal·h⁻¹·kg⁻⁰.⁷⁵; Fig. 5, B and D). EE during the light and the dark phase was lower with both LC-HF diets after 3 wk, resulting in significantly lower total EE (normalized to BW⁰.⁷⁵; CH, 5.03 ± 0.08, LC-75/10, 4.57 ± 0.06, LC-55/30, 4.7 ± 0.07; all data in kcal·h⁻¹·kg⁻⁰.⁷⁵; P < 0.01 and P < 0.05). These differences also remained statistically significant when normalized for total body weight (data not shown). In all three diet groups, LA followed a circadian pattern with high activity in the dark phase and low activity in the light phase. Rats fed both LC-HF diets for 3 wk showed a significantly lower mean of the 60-h LA measurements (CH vs. LC-75/10, P < 0.001; CH vs. LC-55/30, P < 0.01; Fig. 6, B and D). The difference between chow and LC-HF groups was more pronounced during the dark phases (data after 3 wk on the respective diet; dark: CH, 1,199 ± 68 counts/h, LC-75/10, 975 ± 43 counts/h, LC-55/30, 1,013 ± 57 counts/h; light: CH, 399 ± 19 counts/h, LC-75/10, 279 ± 17 counts/h, LC-55/30, 311 ± 20 counts/h; Fig. 6, B and D).

DISCUSSION

Our study clearly shows that the absence of dietary carbohydrate per se does not trigger ketosis in rats. The three LC-HF diets analyzed only differed in their relative amounts of dietary fat and protein. Our approach of reciprocally changing fat and protein content between the diets in 10% increments clearly showed that ketosis is only robustly induced when rats are fed the diet highest in fat and lowest in protein (LC-75/10). All LC-HF groups constantly showed respiratory exchange ratios of around 0.7, which is indicative for mainly fat oxidation, thus also excluding the metabolic utilization of carbohydrates with our LC-HF diets.

Rats fed LC-HF diets with a lower fat content, but a higher amount of proteins (LC-65/20), still showed significantly higher circulating HBA levels but did not excrete acetone via urine. In contrast to the two LC-HF diets highest in fat, rats fed the LC-HF diet matched in protein to the control chow diet (LC-55/30) showed no signs of ketosis at all. For the measurement of acetone concentrations, cumulative urine was collected for at least 6 h. In each rat of the chow diet group, acetone levels were below the detection limit of the assay. With LC-75/10 diet, acetone levels were clearly higher in all rats of that group. This was different in the two other LC-HF groups in which increased acetone levels were detectable only in some rats of each group. Of note, preliminary data from a small group of animals fed a diet in between the LC-75/10 and LC-65/20 diet (i.e., “LC-70/15”) show that the difference of only 5% fat and protein between this diet and the most extreme

Fig. 3. Hepatic expression of hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA-lyase (HMG-CoAlyase), peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ coactivator-1α (PGC-1α), and peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ coactivator-1β (PGC-1β) analyzed by quantitative real-time PCR (n = 8/group). A: mRNA expression of HMG-CoAlyase, a key enzyme in ketone body synthesis, was increased 2-fold (P < 0.05) only in livers of rats fed the extreme LC-75/10 diet compared with the control chow group. PGC-1α and PGC-1β mRNA expression in the liver was significantly upregulated only in rats fed with LC-75/10 (PGC-1α: >2-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.05; PGC-1β: >3-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.01; Fig. 3, B and C). Expression of HMG-CoAlyase, PGC-1α, and PGC-1β mRNA has been normalized to expression of the housekeeping gene 18S RNA. Expression levels of the genes of interest have been set to 100% in the liver was significantly upregulated only in rats fed with LC-75/10 (PGC-1α: >2-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.05; PGC-1β: >3-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.01; Fig. 3, B and C). Expression of HMG-CoAlyase, PGC-1α, and PGC-1β mRNA has been normalized to expression of the housekeeping gene 18S RNA. Expression levels of the genes of interest have been set to 100% in the liver was significantly upregulated only in rats fed with LC-75/10 (PGC-1α: >2-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.05; PGC-1β: >3-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.01; Fig. 3, B and C). Expression of HMG-CoAlyase, PGC-1α, and PGC-1β mRNA has been normalized to expression of the housekeeping gene 18S RNA. Expression levels of the genes of interest have been set to 100% in the liver was significantly upregulated only in rats fed with LC-75/10 (PGC-1α: >2-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.05; PGC-1β: >3-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.01; Fig. 3, B and C). Expression of HMG-CoAlyase, PGC-1α, and PGC-1β mRNA has been normalized to expression of the housekeeping gene 18S RNA. Expression levels of the genes of interest have been set to 100% in the liver was significantly upregulated only in rats fed with LC-75/10 (PGC-1α: >2-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.05; PGC-1β: >3-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.01; Fig. 3, B and C). Expression of HMG-CoAlyase, PGC-1α, and PGC-1β mRNA has been normalized to expression of the housekeeping gene 18S RNA. Expression levels of the genes of interest have been set to 100% in the liver was significantly upregulated only in rats fed with LC-75/10 (PGC-1α: >2-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.05; PGC-1β: >3-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.01; Fig. 3, B and C). Expression of HMG-CoAlyase, PGC-1α, and PGC-1β mRNA has been normalized to expression of the housekeeping gene 18S RNA. Expression levels of the genes of interest have been set to 100% in the liver was significantly upregulated only in rats fed with LC-75/10 (PGC-1α: >2-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.05; PGC-1β: >3-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.01; Fig. 3, B and C). Expression of HMG-CoAlyase, PGC-1α, and PGC-1β mRNA has been normalized to expression of the housekeeping gene 18S RNA. Expression levels of the genes of interest have been set to 100% in the liver was significantly upregulated only in rats fed with LC-75/10 (PGC-1α: >2-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.05; PGC-1β: >3-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.01; Fig. 3, B and C). Expression of HMG-CoAlyase, PGC-1α, and PGC-1β mRNA has been normalized to expression of the housekeeping gene 18S RNA. Expression levels of the genes of interest have been set to 100% in the liver was significantly upregulated only in rats fed with LC-75/10 (PGC-1α: >2-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.05; PGC-1β: >3-fold, CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.01; Fig. 3, B and C). Expression of HMG-CoAlyase, PGC-1α, and PGC-1β mRNA has been normalized to expression of the housekeeping gene 18S RNA. Expression levels of the genes of interest have been set to 100% in the
LC-75/10 diet was sufficient to significantly reduce HBA and acetone levels. Regarding the higher variation in urinary ketone body measurement compared with the rather homogeneous measurement of serum HBA, we might speculate that this was due to differences in individual drinking behavior and renal filtration rates. We therefore suggest that analysis of serum HBA is a more precise method to assess the level of ketosis in rats. Also in humans, it was suggested that measurement of HBA concentrations is more reliable than the analysis of urine to monitor ketogenic diets (49). Of note, we also analyzed ketone body concentrations in urine by commercially available dipsticks. However, these sticks, certainly intended and approved for usage in human samples only, did not reflect the laboratory results and were therefore not used for further analyses. Although the difference in urinary acetone concentrations might reach statistical significance in the LC-65/20 group if more individuals were included, the combined consideration of serum HBA, urinary acetone as well as the hepatic expression of HMG-CoAlyase and increased FGF-21 levels underline the conclusion that only rats fed the most extreme LC-75/10 diet were clearly in ketosis. In a recent review, it has been stated that there is no present consensus which cut-off limits of carbohydrates are required to induce ketosis (2). All of the LC-HF diets employed in this study had a very low carbohydrate content. Our study underlines that it is not only the carbohydrate content of LC-HF diets that determines ketosis, since the LC-HF diet matched in protein content to the control diet did not induce ketosis. Apparently, LC-HF diets must be very high in fat but consequently also low in protein to reliably induce ketosis in rats. Of note, the only diet being clearly ketogenic in this study (LC-75/10) had a protein content that was below the recommendations of the National Research Council for rat maintenance diets (37). Therefore, studies using ketogenic LC-HF diets should carefully consider if lack of protein rather than presence of ketone bodies might interfere with the observed phenotype. Our investigation shows that LC-HF diets with higher amounts of protein are not an alternative to low-protein LC-HF diets when high levels of circulating ketone bodies are desired. We have demonstrated that dietary induction of ketone body formation involves the upregulation of HMG-CoAlyase. In addition, circulating levels of FGF-21 were also significantly increased only in rats fed the LC-75/10 diet. FGF-21 has been intensely discussed in its role in obesity and ketosis. Studies using FGF-21 knockout mice have shown that lack of FGF-21 inhibits production of ketone bodies (7). Our dietary model of ketosis induction shows that high levels of circulating ketone bodies are associated with high concentrations of FGF-21 in rats. Furthermore, unchanged FGF-21 levels between chow, LC-65/20, and LC-55/30 groups indicate that physiological increases in FGF-21 depend on ketosis and not on LC-HF diets per se. It has recently been shown that systemic (17, 52) and central (41) administration of FGF-21 to rodents with diet-induced obesity can increase EE. In contrast to these previous observations, we now show that ketogenic LC-HF diet-induced increases in circulating FGF-21 do not increase EE. The discrepant findings between dietary induction of FGF-21 and exogenous treatment with FGF-21 could give further insights into the physiological role of FGF-21. Thus, it might be speculated that the physiologically inducible increases in FGF-21 are much lower than concentrations achieved by treatment. PGC-1α and PGC-1β, the coactivators of the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ, have been suggested to play a key role in disorders such as obesity, diabetes, and cardiomyopathy (30). Interestingly, it has previously been shown that FGF-21-deficient mice show a significantly lower hepatic expression of PGC-1α and PGC-1β. This finding strongly suggested that these two coactivators are required for FGF-21

E70 KETOSIS INDUCTION WITH LOW-CARBOHYDRATE/HIGH-FAT DIETS IN RATS

Fig. 4. Expression of key enzymes of gluconeogenesis. A: hepatic phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PCK1) mRNA expression as measured by quantitative real-time PCR (n = 8/group). B: Western blot results of PCK1 (row on top) and β-actin (row on bottom) expression in the livers of rats fed chow, LC-75/10, and LC-55/30 (n = 4/group). All three LC-HF diets (only 2 LC-HF diets were analyzed by Western blot) led to a downregulation of hepatic PCK1 mRNA expression by −50–70% (P < 0.01). Also, hepatic glucose-6-phosphatase [G-6-Pase (G6P)] expression was reduced by −50% in rats fed the LC-HF diets (CH vs. LC-75/10 and LC-65/20: P < 0.05, CH vs. LC-55/30: P < 0.001; C). Expression of PCK1 and G-6-Pase mRNA has been normalized to expression of the housekeeping gene 18S RNA. Expression of PCK1 and G-6-Pase has been set to 100% in the chow group; results in the LC-HF groups are expressed as a percentage of chow. Different letters indicate significant differences between the groups by ANOVA and subsequent Bonferroni post hoc test (P < 0.05). Data are presented as means ± SE.
action (7). In our study, PGC-1α and PGC-1β were selectively upregulated in livers of rats, which also showed significantly higher circulating FGF-21 concentrations. These data suggest that hepatic PGC-1α and PGC-1β expression may also be increased by dietary interventions that induce high FGF-21 serum levels.

Because of its ability to take up but also to release glucose, the liver has a special role in carbohydrate metabolism (35, 45).

### Table 2. Fasting glucose, insulin, FGF-21, and FFA in rats fed CH or the LC-HF diets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fasting Glucose, mg/dl</th>
<th>Fasting Insulin, ng/ml</th>
<th>FGF-21, pg/ml</th>
<th>FFA, mM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chow</td>
<td>103.8 ± 2.8&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.06&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>358 ± 32&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.304 ± 0.022&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC-75/10</td>
<td>81.6 ± 2.1&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.41 ± 0.05&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1139 ± 202&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.402 ± 0.017&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC-65/20</td>
<td>92.8 ± 2.5&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.07&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>298 ± 62&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.308 ± 0.046&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC-55/30</td>
<td>91.2 ± 3.8&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.07&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>119 ± 23&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.236 ± 0.021&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are presented as means ± SE; n ≥ 8 rats/group. Fasting blood glucose was lower in all LC-HF groups compared with chow (CH) but reached statistical significance only when comparing CH with LC-75/10 and LC-55/30 groups (P < 0.01) but not significantly different between CH and the other LC-HF groups. Serum concentrations of fibroblast growth factor (FGF)-21 were significantly higher (P < 0.01) in rats fed LC-75/10 compared with chow, LC-65/20, and LC-55/30. Free fatty acids (FFA) were significantly (P < 0.05) higher in rats fed the LC-75/10 diet. Different letters indicate significant differences between the groups by ANOVA and subsequent Bonferroni post hoc test (P < 0.05).

![Fig. 5. Respiratory quotient (RQ, A and B) and energy expenditure (EE, C–F) in rats fed chow, LC-75/10, and LC-55/30 diets (n = 7/group). A, C, and E: data for rats during acclimation on chow and the subsequent first 4 days on the respective diets. B, D, and F: data from the same rats but after 3 wk on the respective diets. The RQ showed a circadian rhythmicity, and 24-h means were around 1 in rats fed the chow diet, indicating predominant utilization of glucose as a fuel source. In rats fed both LC-HF diets, circadian rhythmicity was diminished. The 24-h RQ mean of both LC-HF groups was significantly lower compared with the chow (CH) group (P < 0.001) and dropped to ~0.7 (A and B) during the first 24 h after the start of the diet (A), indicating predominant utilization of fat. EE showed a circadian rhythm with all three diets, being significantly (P < 0.001) higher during the dark phase (C–F). EE showed no changes between the groups during the first 4 days of the experiment (C and E). In contrast, mean total EE was significantly lower with both LC-HF diets compared with chow after 3 wk on the diets (CH vs. LC-75/10: P < 0.01, CH vs. LC-55/30: P < 0.05; Fig. 4F). Data on EE have been normalized to the metabolic body weight (BW0.75). Gray bars indicate dark phases. Different letters indicate significant differences (determined by ANOVA and subsequent Bonferroni post hoc test; P < 0.05). Data are presented as means ± SE. NS, not significant.](http://ajpendo.physiology.org/Content/Full/300/1/E71)
Glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis represent the major pathways of the metabolism to react to hyper- and hypoglycemia (35). During prolonged fasting, hepatic gluconeogenesis and expression of the involved enzymes, especially PCK1 (21, 22), are increased, whereas, during hyperglycemia, hepatic gluconeogenesis is virtually shut off (35). Because of the low carbohydrate content in LC-HF diets, one might speculate that gluconeogenesis is increased, at least in the presence of protein. In healthy subjects, it has been shown that the dietary carbohydrate content affected the rate of postabsorptive glucose production, especially through modulation of glycogenolysis (12). In the same investigation, study subjects exposed to a very low carbohydrate diet showed ~14% higher gluconeogenesis compared with subjects on a control diet (12).
Fig. 6. Locomotor activity in rats fed chow, LC-75/10, and LC-55/30 diets (n = 7/group) during acclimation and the first 4 days on the respective diets (A and C) and after 3 wk on the respective diets (B and D). Locomotor activity was significantly higher during the dark phase in all three diet groups (P < 0.001). No significant differences between chow and both LC-HF diets were observed during the acclimation period or during the first 4 days on the respective diets (A and C). After 3 wk, rats fed both LC-HF diets showed a significantly lower mean locomotor activity during the 60 h of measurement (CH vs. LC-75/10, P < 0.001; CH vs. LC-55/30, P < 0.01; B and D). The difference between CH and LC-HF groups was more pronounced during the dark phases. Gray bars indicate dark phases. Different letters indicate significant differences (determined by ANOVA and subsequent Bonferroni post hoc test; P < 0.05). Data are presented as means ± SE.
earlier study, hepatic gluconeogenesis was also increased after feeding a high-protein, carbohydrate-free diet to rodents (19, 20). In contrast to these previous investigations and although fasting glucose levels were significantly lower with LC-75/10 and LC-55/30 diets, our real-time PCR and Western blot data have shown that key enzymes required for hepatic gluconeogenesis are significantly downregulated in rats fed the LC-HF diets. This effect was independent of the presence of ketone bodies and of the amount of dietary protein in the LC-HF diet. Interestingly, with LC-75/10 and LC-55/30 diets, fasting glucose levels were significantly lower compared with chow (Table 2). The observed downregulation of hepatic expression of PCK1 and G-6-Pase seems to be a specific feature of LC-HF diets, since no differences were observed between the chow group and rats that were fed a standard high-fat, normal-carbohydrate “cafeteria” diet (data not shown). One possible explanation for the discrepant findings could derive from the observation that fatty acids inhibit gluconeogenesis (21, 44). However, in our study, only rats fed the extreme LC-75/10 diet showed increased levels of FFA (Table 2). Another possible explanation is that a 4-wk exposure to LC-HF diets has different effects on metabolism and gluconeogenesis than the very short-term diet exposures used in the other studies. In our study, rats fed both LC-HF diets showed a significant accumulation of lipid droplets in livers (Sudan III staining, data not shown); thus, the capacity of the liver to perform gluconeogenesis might be impaired. In humans, several reports have shown that LC-HF diets are effective in reducing body weight loss (42). Although never proven in scientific studies, part of the original theory behind the mechanism of LC-HF diets was induction of ketosis and loss of energy through excretion of ketone bodies. However, this theory was criticized soon after publication (3, 4, 24). In a recent study, weight loss in obese subjects was similar between two groups, one consuming a low-carbohydrate diet the other group a diet high in carbohydrate content (23). Therefore, mechanisms like an increased overall health awareness, willingness to exercise (9), and reduced food choice and palatability may explain the observed weight loss in dieters. As we have shown previously (11, 16), and also demonstrate in this study, pair-feeding of rats with LC-HF diets indeed leads to reductions in body weight gain. However, reduced body weight gain with LC-HF diets was mainly due to a reduction in fat-free lean body mass. The NMR data obtained in this study for chow, LC-75/10, and LC-55/30 groups confirmed our previous findings that LC-HF diets lead to accumulation of visceral fat and that reductions in body weight are mainly due to reductions in lean body mass with LC-HF diets (11). Measurements of fat pad weights and lean body mass at the dissection have also shown this in all groups, including rats fed the LC-65/20 diet. Other groups have studied LC-HF diets in animal models employing different feeding regiments but found similar effects on body composition, i.e., increases in fat mass and decreased lean body mass (6, 26, 31, 33). Therefore, our own and previously published data in different animal models suggest that LC-HF diets are not beneficial for body composition, regardless of the presence of ketone bodies.

LC-HF diets as used for dietary purposes in humans have a much lower fat but higher protein and carbohydrate content than the extreme LC-75/10 diet we used in our rat model. Although the mechanisms of ketogenesis might differ between humans and rats, our findings question whether people performing Atkins’-style diets being rather moderate in fat content actually reach a constant state of ketosis. Similarly, it has recently been reported that a very low-carbohydrate/high-fat/high-protein Atkins-type diet is only marginally ketogenic in mice (34). Regardless of the occurrence of diet-induced ketosis in humans, one has to ask if the energy loss via ketone bodies in urine can quantitatively contribute significantly to the overall energy balance. In a recent study analyzing digestibility of different diets, we measured the amounts of gross energy in feces and urine from rats fed a ketogenic LC-HF diet by bomb calorimetry. The results have shown that 24-h energy loss through feces and urine account for only ~0.8–1% of daily energy intake in rats fed a ketogenic LC-HF diet (data not shown and Ref. 10). Therefore, energy loss through ketone bodies in feces and urine did not quantitatively contribute to the overall energy balance. We speculated that ketosis could lead to increased EE and LA. In contrast, the opposite was the case, and EE and LA were even lower in rats fed the LC-HF diets. The observed reductions in LA during the dark phase could also be due to an altered eating behavior of the LC-HF groups, since it is known that the central mechanism associated with eating behavior can affect LA (40, 47, 48). Interestingly, investigations in humans have shown that study subjects consuming LC-HF diets often feel tired and exhausted (14), which potentially could lead to reduced LA. At present, there are no comparable studies regarding LC-HF diets and LA in rats. Studies in rats employing high-fat, “normal” carbohydrate contents did not affect LA (28). Therefore, the effects we observed could be specific for low-carbohydrate diets. A possible explanation for decreased EE with both LC-HF groups might be consideration of heat increment. After consumption of a diet, heat production, and thereby also EE, depends on the macronutrient composition of the diet. Dietary proteins and carbohydrates lead to a higher heat production after food consumption than dietary fats (43). Because the LC-HF diets lack carbohydrates, lower EE might also be a result of reduced heat increment. The reduction in EE in rats fed the LC-HF diets was very small. However, our data clearly show both, that EE and LA are not increased by LC-HF diets. In summary, our study clearly shows that the absence of dietary carbohydrates per se does not induce ketosis in rats. Our LC-HF diet LC-55/30, with a fat-to-protein ratio of 1.8, did not trigger ketosis. LC-HF diets should therefore contain a very high amount of fat to robustly increase circulating levels of ketone bodies. Decreasing the amount of fat but increasing the protein content in LC-HF diets leads to lower levels of circulating ketone bodies. However, care should be taken when using LC-HF diets to avoid unwanted effects of protein malnutrition in the experiment. Independent of the macronutrient composition, rats fed the LC-HF diets did not compensate for the lack of carbohydrates by higher hepatic gluconeogenesis. Furthermore, we could show that LC-HF diets lead to a mild but significant reduction in EE and LA. Therefore, increases in EE are unlikely to explain the observed weight loss when dieting with LC-HF diets.
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